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Abstract: In the polar ionosphere, the electric field is characterized by broadband and power law
spectral densities at small/short spatio-temporal scales, which support a possible turbulent nature
of the electric field fluctuations. Here, we investigate the multifractal character of the full three-
dimensional electric field in the polar ionosphere as recorded on board the first Chinese Seismo-
Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES-01). The results of our analysis prove a clear different degree of
multifractality of the electric field fluctuations approaching either the polar cap trailing edge or the
auroral region. The observed differences in the multifractal character are interpreted in terms of the
different natures of the particle precipitation in the polar cap and in the auroral region. A possible
link between the multifractal nature of electric field fluctuations, parallel to the geomagnetic field,
and filamentation of field aligned currents (FACs) is established.

Keywords: auroral ionosphere; electric field; turbulence; fractals and multifractals

1. Introduction

Since the early studies and observations around the 1970s and 1980s, electric and
magnetic field fluctuations at high-latitude ionosphere have been shown to be character-
ized by turbulence in the ULF (Ultra Low Frequency) and ELF (Extra Low Frequency)
spectral ranges [1–3]. The turbulent character of the electric and magnetic field fluctuations
manifests itself in terms of large amplitude fluctuations of physical quantities characterized
by power spectral densities, following a power-law, scaling features and non-Gaussian
distribution functions of small-scale increments, see, for example, [4–9], and references
therein. In this framework, the results obtained by different authors in recent years are
particularly interesting. For instance, electric field broadband spectra and fluctuations
have been observed in the auroral regions by Kintner et al. [10]. These large amplitude
and broadband fluctuations are believed to be responsible for the acceleration of auroral
ions [11]. Several physical processes have been proposed to explain the broadband charac-
ter of ELF electric field fluctuations, among which the possible occurrence of an intermittent
turbulence [12]. The origin of this dynamics and the emergence of intermittent fluctuations
have been associated by Chang et al. [13] with the occurrence of sporadic fast interactions
between localized coherent plasma structures (e.g., spatial irregularities, density depletions,
convective structures, electron and ion holes, etc.). In the auroral regions, such intermittent
fluctuations are expected to be mainly electrostatic and transverse [10,12].

The view of intermittent turbulence proposed by Chang et al. [13] and, more generally,
the scenario dealing with a near criticality dynamics has been confirmed by Tam et al. [4],
who, analyzing electric field measurements from the SIERRA sounding rocket in the auroral
regions, have shown that the intermittent character of the ELF electric field fluctuations in-
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creases at small scales. This result supported the view of intermittent turbulence proposed
by Chang et al. [13] and, more generally, the scenario dealing with near criticality dynamics.
Kozelov and Golovchanskaya [8] also supported the occurrence of strong turbulence in
the auroral zone during periods characterized by northward BZ interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) orientations. They found that electric field fluctuations display a power-law
spectral density and scaling features, thus supporting the previous scenario of intermittent
turbulence proposed by Chang et al. [13] and Tam et al. [4]. Furthermore, the scaling fea-
tures, quantified by the scaling index α = ζ(2)/2, where ζ(2) is the scaling exponent of the
2nd structure function, are not constant and differ from those expected from classical fluid
and/or magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) turbulence. Later, applying a different technique
(double rank-order ROMA method) to electric field measurements in the auroral zone, Tam
et al. [14] showed that contiguous multiple regimes of different physical processes exist in
the range of timescales from τ ' 5 ms to τ ' 1 s, and that these regimes are characterized
by different scaling features, see also [15]. This more complex scenario can be interpreted
in terms of a mixture of different physical processes, both MHD and kinetic, that are not
characterized by the same scaling features from a physical point of view.

Similar analyses have been performed also in the polar cap regions in order to investi-
gate the emergence of scaling features and broadband power-law spectra in the electric
field capable of supporting the occurrence of turbulence, see, for example, [7], and refer-
ences therein. It was found that in the polar cap regions the electric field exhibits scaling
features in a range of scales from few hundred meters to hundreds kilometers and that
these scaling features resemble those observed in the auroral regions. For instance, using
SuperDARN measurements, Abel et al. [16,17] found that the electric field in the polar cap
displays scaling features over a wide range of scales up to 1000 km. They suggested that these
scaling properties are due to the turbulent character of solar wind [16,17]. This view was suc-
cessively discussed by Golovchanskaya and Kozelov [7], Kozelov and Golovchanskaya [18],
underlying the similarities of the features of electric field fluctuations in the auroral and
polar cap regions, and analyzing the role played by plasma convection. In particular,
Golovchanskaya and Kozelov [7] underlined that in the polar cap regions the electric fields
significantly correlate with the IMF BZ component and solar wind transfer function, which
control the magnetospheric-ionospheric plasma convection, while there is no clear correla-
tion between the electric field and IMF fluctuation fields. These results support the view of
a turbulent character of the electric field also in the polar cap, whose origin could be due
to convective plasma velocity shears in the Region 0 of field-aligned currents (FACs) [7].
Thus, electric fields in the polar ionosphere display a very similar turbulent nature in both
auroral and polar cap regions.

The first satellite (CSES-01) of the constellation scheduled for the Chinese Seismo-
Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES) mission [19] was launched in February 2018. This satellite
is equipped with a large set of instruments including an electric field detector (EFD) [20]
with a high sampling frequency (up to 5 kHz) and a Langmuir probe (LP) [21]. CSES-01 flies
on a Sun-synchronous orbit at ∼500 km of altitude, that is, in the topside F2 ionosphere.
Although the satellite was originally designed to study possible correlations between
seismic events and iono/magnetospheric perturbations, it allows to accurately investigate
fine features of the electric and magnetic field fluctuations in the ionosphere for other
purposes as well. CSES-01 satellite is generally operative in a limited range of geographic
latitudes, typically |Lat| < 65◦, so that it is only occasionally operative in polar regions.
Furthermore, due to the asymmetry of the geomagnetic dipole configuration there is a
higher probability to explore the Southern polar ionosphere than the Northern one.

Here, we examine the scaling features of the full electric field vector E(t) measured
by CSES-01 satellite during a crossing of the Southern auroral region when CSES-01 was
partially operative. In detail, we analyse the spectral and multifractal features of the
electric field components in the minimum variance reference plane using a direct method
for evaluating the singularity spectrum [22,23]. A particular attention is also given to
the vertical electric field component (Ez in the GEO reference one), which may indirectly
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provide information on the small scale structure of FACs. The major novelty of our study
lies in the investigation of the 3D electric field fluctuations over a wide range of frequencies
from DC to 2.5 kHz. This allows us to disentangle the occurrence of different dynamical
regimes at different frequencies/timescales allowing to explore also the anisotropy of the
fluctuations and providing new insights in the turbulent character of plasma properties
and dynamics in the polar ionosphere.

The work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data used in the work and
some simple preliminary analysis; Section 3 is devoted to the discussion of the analysis
methods; Section 4 reports the results; finally, Section 5 is devoted to the discussion and
conclusions.

2. Data Description

We consider electric field data recorded by EFD instrument [20] on board CSES-01
satellite in the frequency band from DC to 2.5 kHz (sampling frequency 5 kHz) during
a crossing of the Southern auroral region occurred on 11 August 2018 from 21:41 UT to
21:45 UT. The reference system of the electric field measurements is the geographical
(GEO) one. Taking into account that the satellite speed is of the order of 8 km/s, the very
high-sampling rate of the electric field allows us to investigate spatial scales starting from
2 m upwards. Indeed, if we indicate with vs the satellite speed then the link between the
spatial (`(τ)) and the temporal scales (τ) is `(τ) ' vsτ. This relation is very similar to
the usual Taylor’s hypothesis used in turbulence to convert temporal scales into spatial
ones, but the reasoning for this correspondence is slightly different. The correspondence
between temporal and spatial scales is, in fact, possible under the assumption that most
of the electric field fluctuations are essentially electrostatic and transverse [12,24,25] and
that the satellite speed is much larger than the movements of the turbulent fluctuations so
that the temporal fluctuations are principally the effect of Doppler-shifted and stationary
spatial variations. However, due to some possible instrumental noise we limit our analysis
of the scaling features to scales larger than 20–40 m.

In the selected time interval, the CSES-01 satellite is in its ascending orbit near
02:00 MLT, as shown in Figure 1 where the satellite trajectory is shown in relationship
with the auroral display occurring at 21:45 UT as observed by Special Sensor Ultraviolet
Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) on board of DMSP-F17 satellite [26,27]. During this time
interval CSES-01 is partially crossing a region where auroral precipitation is going on. The
selected time interval is, indeed, characterized by a certain level of geomagnetic activity
due to an auroral substorm occurred in consequence of a southward turning of the IMF Bz
component. During the selected period the preliminary auroral geomagnetic indices are
AE > 500 nT and AL < −300 nT, respectively (please refer to real time AE-indices at WDC
for Geomagnetism, http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir/, accessed on 29 March 2021).

The occurrence of auroral display is also confirmed by the H and Z components
recorded at the Mawson (MAW) ground magnetometer station located in Antarctica as
shown in Figure 2 (data from INTERMAGNET, http://www.intermagnet.org/, accessed
on 29 March 2021). The station is located within auroral latitudes at magnetic coordinates
(70.3◦ S, 90.3◦ E). The two magnetic components reveal the location of the station with
respect to the auroral electrojet current systems during the crossing of the satellite. In the
interval 20:00–24:00 UT the H component, which points toward magnetic north, shows
an evident decrease. It is due to the presence in the ionosphere of an horizontal current
flowing westward, which generates on the ground an horizontal magnetic field opposite
to the main magnetic field direction. At UT 21:40, the station is located at around 23:00
MLT. Thus, in the analyzed period, the station is near the region crossed by satellite and
is located underneath the westward auroral electrojet. However, it is not exactly located
below the peak of the electrojet. Indeed, when a ground station is located directly below the
peak of the electrojet, most of the ground perturbation is recorded in the H component with
minimal or no perturbation along the Z (vertical) component. When, as in our case, there is
a magnetic perturbation both in the H and Z component this means that the ground station

http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir/
http://www.intermagnet.org/
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is located, according to the increase or decrease of the Z component, either poleward or
equatorward of the electrojet peak although it is still underneath the bulk of it. Thus, the
selected ground magnetometer station permits confirmation of what is recorded by the
instrument on board the DMSP and is reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The CSES-01 trajectory for the selected time interval from 21:41 UT to 21:45 UT on 11
August 2018. The auroral display refers to observation by SSUSI instrument on board DMSP-F17
satellite at 21:45 UT. The red dashed curves refer to the upper and lower boundary of the auroral oval.
The red curve refers to CSES-01 orbit. Reference system is AACGM (Lat, MLT) coordinate system.
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Figure 2. The ground measurements of H and Z magnetic field components at the MAW observatory.

As a first step, we remove, from each component of the E, the motional electric field,
Es = vs × B where vs is the satellite velocity, due to the spacecraft motion inside the
geomagnetic field, B [28].

Figure 3 reports the electric field components, corrected for the Es = vs × B, as they
results from the CSES-01 EFD measurements.

In this time interval, we selected two specific sub-intervals characterized by quasi-
stationary conditions:

• Interval #1: a sub-interval from 21:41:39 UT to 21:42:49 UT when the satellite is at
latitude AACGM Lat > 69◦ S. In this interval the electric fluctuations are small being
characterized by a total variance σ2

E ∼ 100 mV2/m2;
• Interval #2: a sub-interval from 21:43:14 UT to 21:44:39 UT when the satellite is at

latitude 62◦ S < AACGM Lat < 67.5◦ S. In this case the fluctuation field is more
intense being characterized by a total variance σ2

E ∼ 3600 mV2/m2.
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In choosing these two intervals we have also taken into consideration the associated
spurious fluctuations due to the switch-on of the EFD instrument (the first part of the signal
reported in Figure 3) and the quasi-homogeneity of the fluctuation field.
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Figure 3. Electric field measurements, corrected for the Es = vs × B, collected by CSES-01 EFD
instrument. The three components are in the geographical (GEO) reference system. The vertical dashed
lines enclose the two selected time intervals considered in this study (see text for more details).

Figure 4 reports the two selected parts of CSES-01 trajectory superposed to the con-
current maps of the ionospheric convection as reconstructed from the Super Dual Auroral
Radar Network (SuperDARN) observations in the Southern hemisphere (relevant refer-
ences for SuperDARN are Greenwald et al. [29], Chisham et al. [30] and Nishitani et al. [31]).
The ionospheric convection maps are created by the Radar Software Toolkit 4.2 [32] based
on the potential mapping technique by Ruohoniemi and Baker [33]. The statistical model
of Thomas and Shepherd [34] is used where radar observations are missing. The iono-
spheric convection for the selected intervals is characterized by two large scale convection
cells with anti-sunward flows at high latitude and sunward flows at lower latitudes, in
the dawn and dusk sector. The convection pattern is slightly rotated anticlockwise, as it is
typical for the southward and dawnward IMF condition of the period under study [35].
Looking at the position of the trajectories with respect to the two convection cells in
Figure 4 and to the auroral emission pattern in Figure 1, it appears that the satellite crosses
different regions during the two time intervals. In the first interval, CSES-01 satellite is
essentially near the trailing edge of the polar cap, in a region where the plasma motion
could be characterized by strong shear flows. During the second time interval, CSES-01
is in the auroral region where strong particle precipitation, associated with FACs, can be
present. Interestingly, during the second interval the satellite track is associated with a
region of suppressed flow, already observed inside the aurora in past studies (see, e.g.,
Yeoman et al. [36]).

The first step of our analysis is the evaluation of the maximum fluctuation direction
and the dimensionality of the fluctuation field. This is done applying the minimum
variance analysis (MVA), which permits to obtain the eigenvalues, λi, and the eigenvectors,
ei, associated with the covariance matrix Σ̂2. This approach is motivated by the fact that
there is no a physical reason to prefer the geographic reference frame in which the electric
field components are measured. Using the eigenvalues spectrum, it is possible to compute
the dimensionality D of the fluctuation field according to the following expression,
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D =
∑i λi

max{λi}
. (1)

Form MVA we obtain D1 = 1.26 and D2 = 1.28 for the 1st and 2nd selected time inter-
val, respectively. This result suggests that we are essentially dealing with a 1-dimension
fluctuation field in both selected time intervals. Furthermore, the largest fluctuations are
observed mostly along the vertical direction, being the emax · ẑ ' 0.9.

Concerning the minimum variance direction, this is mainly associated with the ŷ
direction in the time interval #1 and x̂ direction in the time interval #2.
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Figure 4. The CSES-01 trajectory for the two selected time intervals superimposed on the instanta-
neous convection cells as reconstructed by SuperDARN observations in Antarctica. The green and
cyan parts of CSES-01 trajectory (red line) refer to interval #1 and interval #2, respectively. Reference
system is AACGM MLat-MLT.

Figure 5 shows the electric field components in the minimum variance reference
frame for the two time intervals. We note that the electric field fluctuations show a more
homogeneous character in the first time interval, while, in the maximum variance direction,
the electric field component is characterized by large fluctuations and by the occurrence of
several switchbacks in the case of the second time interval.
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Figure 5. The electric field components in the minimum variance reference frame for the two selected
time intervals. From top to bottom the components are along the minimum, the middle and the
maximum variance directions, respectively.
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3. Methods

Several statistical methods have been proposed to investigate the scaling features
and self-similarity properties of mathematical and physical objects and signals, among
which the multifractal formalism is surely one of the most powerful. From a very general
mathematical point of view, a multifractal object can be thought as a fractal measure defined
on a fractal domain/set, that is, multifractality emerges from the interplay of two families of
singularities. Paraphrasing Mandelbrot [37], another way to define a multifractal object is
that of a complex fractal structure whose scaling features are no longer characterized by a
single number, the fractal dimension, but by an infinite number of dimensions. The idea of the
multifractal formalism is, indeed, to characterize the self-similarity of a fractal object by a
hierarchy of generalized dimensions, Dq, or the so called multifractal singularity spectrum,
f (α), which provides the fractal dimension of the set of singularities of strength α [38].

The evaluation of the singularity spectrum can be attained by different methods: the
standard multifractal analysis [38,39], the wavelet-based multifractal analysis [40], the structure
function analysis [41], and the direct determination of singularity spectrum [22,23]. These meth-
ods approaches the evaluation of the multifractal singularity spectrum in different ways
which can be not adequate to our aims. For instance, the standard multifractal analysis
estimates the singularity spectrum via a Legendre transformation from the partition func-
tion scaling exponents, the wavelet-based multifractal method makes use of a non physical
basis (the wavelets) to estimate the spectrum, and the structure function analysis presents
some difficulties in correctly estimating the spectrum at negative moments. The method
proposed by Chhabra and Jensen [22] allows to determine directly the singularity spectrum
from data in the real space. For this reason, we chose this method for the analysis of the
electric field fluctuations.

We investigate the scaling features and, in particular, the multifractal features of
the electric field fluctuations in the maximum variance direction and in the plane of
minimum/medium variance directions, applying the multifractal analysis introduced
by Chhabra and Jensen [22] (see also Chhabra et al. [23]). Let us, however, start by briefly
resuming the singularity spectrum method [22,23]. The method introduced by Chhabra
and Jensen [22] allows us to compute directly from data the multifractal singularity spec-
trum f (α) bypassing the Legendre transformation from the generalized dimensions Dq, as,
for instance, it is done in the canonical multifractal analysis [39]. This method is particu-
larly suitable when one deals with actual experimental data from chaotic signals whose
underlying dynamics is not known. The method can be summarized as follows:

Let be ε(x) an experimental measure, defined over a set S . Consider a partition of
the set S , which consists of elementary boxes of size `, and for each box i compute the
associated probability (fraction), pi(`), of the measure. For each box, it is possible to define
a new normalized measure µi(q, `) of moment order q as

µi(q, `) =
[pi(`)]

q

∑j
[
pj(`)

]q , (2)

where the moment order q allows to explore regions of the measure characterized by a
different degree of singularity, that is, the low singular regions for q > 1 and the higher
singular ones for q < 1.

The Hausdorff dimension f (q) of the measure µi(q, `) is given by

f (q) = lim
`→0

∑i µi(q, `) ln µi(q, `)
ln `

. (3)

Simultaneously, for each moment of order q it is possible to estimate the associated singu-
larity strength α(q), which is given by the following expression,

α(q) = lim
`→0

∑i µi(q, `) ln pi(`)

ln `
. (4)
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Equations (3) and (4) allow to get the multifractal singularity spectrum f (α) by simply plotting
the Hausdorff dimension f (q) as a function of the average singularity strength α(q) for
each moment order q. A more accurate description of the method and its application to
turbulence can be found in Refs. [22,23].

4. Analysis and Results

We start our analysis by performing the standard Fourier spectral analysis. In detail,
we compute the trace (Tr) of the power spectral density (PSD) matrix Ŝ( f ), which is
defined as,

TrŜ( f ) = ∑
i

Sii( f ), (5)

where Sii( f ) is the power spectral density of the ith-component of the electric field. The
results are shown in Figure 6 for the two selected time intervals.

In both time intervals the PSD is characterized by a power-law behavior TrŜ( f ) ∝ f−β

over a wide range of frequencies, as revealed by the broad-band character of the electric
field fluctuations. At higher latitudes (i.e., the first time interval) we find a power-law
scaling for f < 20 Hz, while at lower latitudes (i.e., the second time interval) the power-law
character of the spectrum extends up to 100 Hz. In addition, the two time intervals are
characterized by slightly different spectral exponents: β ' 2 in the first time interval and
β ' 5/3 in the second time interval. These spectral features are commonly observed in
the high-latitude ionosphere [1,3,42,43] in terms of power-law scaling. In addition, other
interesting spectral features emerge in both time intervals as the occurrence of a knee
between 10 Hz and 100 Hz in the first time interval and the emergence of a peak near
f ∼ 500 Hz in the second one. The knee, also previously observed in literature [44], can
be explained in terms of the typical plasma velocity shear length, which is of the order of
200–500 m [44].
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Figure 6. Trace of the power spectral density (PSD) of the electric field in the two selected time
intervals. The solid and dashed lines refer to power laws f−β, characterized by exponents β = 5/3
and β = 2, respectively. The secondary bottom axis is computed considering the satellite speed vs as
k = f /vs, being vs ' 8 km/s.

To better characterize the spectral features, Figure 7 reports the spectral properties
of the two time intervals in the maximum (Max) variance direction and in the mini-
mum/medium (Min/Med) variance plane, respectively. We remind that the maximum
variance direction is quasi-parallel to the vertical (Z) direction, while the Min/Med vari-
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ance plane essentially coincides with the horizontal plane. The electric field fluctuations
show some small spectral differences in the two different directions essentially in second
time interval. This suggests that the physical mechanisms related to the two directions are
different. Conversely, no significant differences are observed in the first time interval apart
from the power spectral content.
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Figure 7. The PSD of electric field fluctuations in the two selected intervals in the Min/Med variance
plane (eft panel) and in the maximum variance direction (right panel), respectively. The dashed and
solid lines are power laws f−α with α = 2 for dashed lines, and α = 1.5 and α = 1.8 for solid lines in
left and right panels, respectively.

In order to perform the multifractal analysis according to Chhabra and Jensen [22]
and Chhabra et al. [23], it is necessary to define a stationary measure ε(x). Being the
spectral features of the analyzed time series characterized by a quasi power-law behavior
with an exponent α ∈ (1, 3), the time series of the two selected time intervals are non-
stationary with stationary increments [45]. Thus, a stationary measure can be defined on
the basis of the short time scale increments, δEi = Ei(t + δt)− Ei(t) where δt is the time
resolution, that is,

εMax(t) = δE2
Max(t), (6)

and
εMin/Med(t) = δE2

Min(t) + δE2
Med(t). (7)

The above definition of a stationary measure is commonly used in space plasma turbulence
see, for example, [46]. Once we have defined a measure, we compute the measure fraction
pi(τ) contained in each subset Ωi(τ) of a regular partition of order τ of the interval Ω(T)
of length T on which the measure is computed. Thus, we get

pi(τ) =

∫
Ωi(τ)

εk(t)dt∫
Ω(T) εk(t)dt

, (8)

where εk is one of the measures defined in Equations (6) and (7).
Using the definition of the measure fraction pi(τ) of Equation (8) by means of the

expression in Equations (2)–(4), we can compute f (q) and α(q) as a function of τ. In detail,
we compute the two quantities ∑i µi(q, τ) ln pi(τ) and ∑i µi(q, τ) ln µi(q, τ) as a function
of τ and look for the existence of scaling domain plotting the two quantities versus ln τ.

Figure 8 shows the behavior of the previous two quantities versus ln τ at different
q values in the case of the first time interval and for the maximum variance direction
component. A good linear scaling is found in the case of two different ranges of scales.
The separation scale is τ∗ = 75 ms, roughly corresponding to a frequency f ' 7 Hz
(k ' 1 km−1).
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Figure 8. ∑i µi(q, τ) ln pi(τ) (upper panel) and ∑i µi(q, τ) ln µi(q, τ) (lower panel) as a function of
ln τ at different q values in the case of the first selected time interval and for the the maximum
variance direction component. Solid and dashed lines are linear fits. The vertical dashed line refers
to the separation scale τ∗ = 0.075 s between the two different dynamical ranges.

The existence of different scaling ranges in the case of electric field fluctuations has
already been found by Tam et al. [14], Tam and Chang [15]. Furthermore, the separation
scale agrees with the crossover time scale τ = 80 ms between Regime 1 and Regime 2
observed by Tam and Chang [15] while we are not capable of identifying the four different
regimes observed in Tam and Chang [15].

Using the previous results we compute the multifractal singularity spectra in the
two scale ranges for both intervals with q ∈ [−4, 4] being the total number of available
measurements of ∼105 points for both the two selected intervals. We start by investigating
the maximum variance direction field. Figure 9 shows the singularity spectra, f (α), ob-
tained by analyzing the electric field component in maximum variance direction for the
two selected time intervals and for the two dynamical ranges. The results show significant
differences between both time intervals and the dynamical ranges. The most significant
difference is the wider character of the singularity spectrum in the range #2 between the
two intervals, which suggests that the features of the fluctuations in first time interval are
more intermittent than in the second one.

This can be quantified by computing the singularity spectrum amplitude ∆α = αmax −
αmin, where αmin and αmax are the intersections of the singularity spectrum with the X-
axis, that is, the values for f (α) = 0. The two values of αmin and αmax are computed by
interpolating the singularity spectrum f (α) using a high degree (5 or 7) polynomial. Table 1
reports the obtained values of the singularity spectrum amplitude ∆α for the two selected
intervals in the two different ranges of time scales.

The electric field fluctuations along the maximum variance direction show, in both
ranges, a more pronounced multifractal character in the first time interval than in the
second one. This suggests that the intermittency phenomenon is more relevant in the first
time interval.
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Figure 9. The multifractal singularity spectra, f (α), relative to the two range of scales for the two
selected time intervals. The results refer to the maximum variance direction.

Table 1. The singularity spectrum amplitude ∆αi for the two dynamical ranges of the two intervals
#i in the case of the maximum variance direction fluctuations.

∆α1 ∆α2

Range #1 1.145 1.740
Range #2 0.585 0.805

The same analysis is performed in the case of the Min/Med variance plane using the
measure defined in Equation (7).

Figure 10 reports the singularity spectra, f (α), for the two intervals in the Min/Med
variance plane. As in the previous case, the spectra relative to the first time interval
are wider than those for the second one. Thus, the electric fluctuation field, although
characterized by a small variance, is more intermittent in the first time interval (see also
data on ∆α reported in Table 2). Furthermore, the degree of intermittency, as estimated by
∆α, is generally higher in the case of the maximum variance direction (see Tables 1 and 2).
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Figure 10. The multifractal singularity spectra, f (α), relative to the two range of scales for the two
selected time intervals. The results refer to the Min/Med variance plane.
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Table 2. The singularity spectrum amplitude ∆αi for the two dynamical ranges of the two intervals
#i in the case of the Min/Med variance plane fluctuations.

∆α1 ∆α2

Range #1 0.95 1.18
Range #2 0.70 0.78

Another quantity capable of quantifying differences in multifractal singularity spectra
is the skewness S of the singularity spectrum which is defined

s =
αmax − αpeak

αpeak − αmin
, (9)

where αpeak is the position of the maximum of f (α). Indeed, when s < 1 the singularity
spectrum is dominated by weaker singularities and the signal is more smooth, while when
s > 1 the signal is more rough. Table 3 reports the values of the skewness s for the two
intervals in the two different ranges.

Table 3. The skewness of the singularity spectra amplitude si for the two dynamical ranges of the
two intervals #i in the case of the Max and Min/Med variance plane fluctuations.

sMax
1 sMax

2 sMin/Med
1 sMin/Med

2

Range #1 0.66 0.49 0.60 0.52
Range #2 1.48 1.61 0.50 1.69

Looking at the skewness values we notice that the first dynamical range, in both
the two selected time intervals and directions, is characterized by similar values (s < 1)
suggesting that the singularity spectrum is generally characterized by weaker singulari-
ties, so that the electric field fluctuations at these scales are expected to be more smooth.
Conversely, in the second range of scales s is generally larger than 1, suggesting a higher
degree of roughness of the electric field fluctuations. There is however a peculiar situation
in this second range of scales. The fluctuations in the Min/Med variance plane for the first
interval are characterized by weaker singularities (s < 1). This difference could be due
to the different nature of the plasma motion and particle precipitation in the two selected
time intervals.

Summarizing the results of the multifractal analysis, we can conclude that there
is a significant difference in the singularity spectra of the two selected time intervals
and that the electric field fluctuations of the first interval display a more multifractal
nature. Furthermore, the singular nature of electric field fluctuations is more marked in the
maximum variance direction, a property which is common to both intervals in Range #2.
These results suggest that different physical mechanisms are working in the different polar
regions generating fluctuations characterized by a different multifractal character.

5. Discussion

We begin by discussing briefly the observed spectral features. In addition to the
slightly different spectral exponent in the low-frequency domain, the other relevant result
of the spectral analysis is the emergence of a spectral break near 10 Hz (in both the
two intervals), which is followed by a flattening of the spectrum at higher frequencies
in the auroral region (Region #2). Although this behavior can be related to the typical
plasma velocity shear length [44], it also recalls what was observed in MHD turbulence
simulations [47], where it was found that, in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic
field, the large scale fluctuations display a steeper spectrum than the small scale ones. This
was interpreted in terms of an enslaving of small-scale fluctuations to large-scale ones due to
the dynamic alignment between velocity and magnetic field fluctuations [47]. Although this
scenario was proposed in the case of MHD turbulence, we could conjecture that something
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similar could also occur in our case. Furthermore, as shown by Friedrich et al. [48] the
dynamic alignment scenario could cause the formation of pressure depletion regions where
the alignment is relevant. A similar phenomenon could occur in the auroral region, where
FACs play an important role. This point clearly requires a deeper investigation that we
demand to future works. However, another possible mechanism explaining the occurrence
of the flattening of the spectra at frequencies higher than 10 Hz could be the occurrence of
a less efficient energy transfer in the turbulence mechanism implying a sort of bottleneck
effect at higher frequencies that implies a piling up of the fluctuation energy in the spectral
interval from ∼10 Hz to ∼100 Hz.

The MVA and the spectral properties of the electric field components evidenced the
anisotropic character of the fluctuation field in both selected regions. The largest fluctuation
variance is mainly along the vertical component suggesting that this could be due to particle
precipitation and perhaps FACs.

To show that the last statement is reasonable, let us start from the generalized Ohm’s
law [49], that is,

~j = σ̂

(
~E +~v× ~B +

1
qn
∇pe

)
−
(ωce

ν

)
~j×

~B
B

, (10)

where σ̂ is the conductivity tensor, ~v is the plasma fluid velocity, ~B the magnetic field,~j the
electric current density, nq is the electric charge density, ∇pe is the electron scalar pressure
gradient, ωce the electron cyclotron frequency and ν the plasma collisional frequency. Here,
we neglected the electron inertia term. The last term in Equation (10) is the Hall term,
which can be neglected if we assume that the current density is essentially field-aligned,
that is,

~j×
~B
B
' 0, ⇔ ~j ‖ ~B. (11)

Furthermore, the electron pressure gradient density ∇pe can be written as ∇pe = ∇‖pe +
∇⊥pe, where, considering the region crossed by CSES-01, we can assume ∇‖pe � ∇⊥pe.
Thus, the generalized Ohm’s law becomes,

~j = σ̂

(
~E +~v× ~B +

1
qn
∇⊥pe

)
(12)

Specializing the terms of the last equation in the case of FAC region, that is, assuming
~E = {E1

⊥, E2
⊥, E||}, ~B = {δB1

⊥, δB2
⊥, B0}, and ~v = {v1

⊥, v2
⊥, v‖} is the plasma fluid velocity,

we get for the electric field parallel component the following expression,

σ||

[
E|| +

(
v1
⊥δB2

⊥ − v2
⊥δB1

⊥

)]
= j||. (13)

Here, the conductivity tensor σ̂ is assumed to be of the form,

σ̂ =

 σ
(11)
⊥ σ

(12)
⊥ 0

σ
(21)
⊥ σ

(22)
⊥ 0

0 0 σ||,

, (14)

where the components σ
(i,j)
⊥ are associated with the Pedersen and Hall conductivity and σ||

is the parallel conductivity.
Considering that the perpendicular plasma velocity is small (of the order of some kilome-

ters per second) and the magnetic field transverse fluctuations are small |δB⊥| ∼ 100–1000 nT
and negligible with respect to the parallel direction where the local large-scale geomagnetic
field resides, that is, δB1

⊥, δB2
⊥ � B, we get a contribution to the parallel electric field of

the order of 0.1–1 mV/m by the Lorentz term in Equation (13). We can consider this contri-
bution to the parallel electric field component negligible (we found Emax ∼ 10–100 mV/m),
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and so the previous expression in Equation (13) can be approximated at the leading order
as it follows,

σ||E|| ' j||. (15)

Thus, assuming that the magnetic field is quasi-vertical in the investigated polar regions,
we may conjecture that the electric field fluctuations in the maximum variance direction are
mainly related to spatial intensity variation of FACs, which flow parallel to the magnetic
field. In such a scenario, we can assume that the multifractal character of the vertical
component of the electric field is linked to a similar structure of FACs. Although this
could appear as a simple speculation, a preliminary analysis of the FACs structure (here
not shown), using Swarm satellite measurements, seems to support this view (see also
Consolini et al. [50] for scaling features of FACs). The idea is that the region of FACs
consists of domains of positive and negative currents structures and that this structure is
hierarchical. Thus, the larger multifractal character of fluctuations along the maximum
variance direction in the first time interval, being also more pronounced in the range #2
corresponding to scales larger than 1 km, can be related to the large-scale structure of
FACs. This means that the underlying fractal support associated with FACs and particle
precipitation is that corresponding to a more inhomogeneous and filamentary structure,
typically due to localized current sheets flowing along the main magnetic field structure.

At smaller spatial scales, that is, below 1 km, the multifractal/intermittent character
is reduced in both time intervals, being ∆α2/∆α1 ∼ 1.52 in the first time interval and
∆α2/∆α1 ∼ 1.38 in the second one. This reflects a more homogeneous and regular fractal
support that is typically observed when dissipation/kinetic mechanisms act and/or when
the observed regime is due to processes occurring on shorter scales than those reliably
observable due to instrumental noise and performances.

A similar behavior is also found in the case of the multifractal spectra of the electric
field component in the minimum/medium variance direction, although the multifractal
character is less marked in comparison with the maximum variance direction. Furthermore,
in this case also the difference in the singular character of fluctuations between the two
ranges is less relevant, being ∆α2/∆α1 ∼ 1.24 and ∆α2/∆α1 ∼ 1.11 in the first and second
time interval, respectively. This seems to point towards a more regular underlying fractal
support associated with the auroral convection cells that tends to regularize plasma motion
with a sort of “confinement mechanism”.

According to Tam and Chang [15] a possible explanation of the less singular character
of the fluctuations at time scales shorter than 75 ms (spatial scales smaller than 1 km) could
be the occurrence of kinetic effects at small scales. Indeed, in this range of temporal and
spatial scales, applying a more sophisticated analysis, the ROMA double rank-ordering
technique, Tam and Chang [15] observed a more persistent character of electric field
fluctuations and a rapid growing of this feature with the fluctuation amplitude that could
be due to the effects of rapidly growing linear or nonlinear instabilities at small amplitudes.
We can also note that the less singular character of electric field fluctuations in this range
of spatio-temporal scales, as measured by the ∆α, is well in agreement with the smallest
spreading of ROMA s1 scaling exponents (∆s1 ' 0.2) found by Tam and Chang [15] (please
refer to Figure 9 in their paper). As stated in some previous works [3,44,51] at these
temporal and spatial scales a particular role could be also played by low-energy ion conics
and particle injection. Furthermore, this domain could be also dominated by ion-cyclotron
waves [3] and/or ion-acoustic waves. A possible origin of the observed spectral features
at these scales could be due to the emergence of broadband electrostatic waves which
result from the combined effects of sheared flows and field-aligned currents [3]. In such
a scenario the peak observed in the maximum variance direction spectrum in the second
time interval could be associated with a typical spatial scale of the filamentary structure
of the FACs, which would be of the order of 20 m. The idea is that, in the region of FACs,
these filamentary currents could interact generating a sort of resonance phenomenon at the
observed spatial scale/frequency.
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Conversely, at larger temporal and spatial scales, that is, τ > 75 ms and k < 1 km−1,
the increase of the multifractal and singular character of electric field fluctuations could be
due to a decrease of the relevance of the kinetic effects. At these ranges of scales the MHD
turbulence could be more relevant so that the observed fluctuation field could resemble that
generated by reduced-MHD turbulence [52,53]. We note how in this domain the ROMA
analysis by Tam and Chang [15] found an anti-persistent character of fluctuations and
larger variability of ROMA s scaling exponents (∆si ∈ [0.2, 0.4] in Regimes 2, 3 and 4) as
reported in their Figure 9.

Last but not least, in agreement with the work by Spicher et al. [54], and different
from the analyses by Golovchanskaya and Kozelov [7], our results support the existence of
slight differences between the multifractal features of the electric field measurements at the
trailing edge of the polar cap and that in the auroral oval where the plasma dynamics is
strongly affected by FACs. This different character of the fluctuations in the two regions is
also supported by the different value of the skewness of the singularity spectrum relative to
the Min/Med variance plane that reveals as the electric field fluctuations are characterized
by weaker singularities in Region #1 (polar cap trailing edge) than in Region #2 (auroral
region).

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the scaling features of the fluctuations of the full-
3D electric field as measured by the CSES-01 satellite in a crossing of the Southern polar
ionosphere. The use of the CSES-01 measurements has allowed to investigate the electric
field fluctuations over a wide range of frequencies from DC to 2.5 kHz and to study the
emergence of anisotropy both in spectral and scaling features. The analysis mainly based
on the direct determination of the multifractal singularity spectrum.

The results of our analysis evidenced how the multifractal nature of the electric field
fluctuations is scale dependent, that is, there is a change of the multifractal properties
at a typical scale of τ = 75 ms (∼1 km). In particular, the fluctuations of the electric
field display the occurrence of a weaker singularity nature at short timescales (i.e., at
τ < 75 ms) and a more rough nature at long timescales (i.e., at τ > 75 ms). A similar
transition was observed by Tam et al. [14] and Tam and Chang [15]. Furthermore, the
multifractal character of electric field fluctuations has been shown to be different in the two
investigated polar regions: the polar cap trailing edge and the auroral zone. This difference,
also supported by the different values of the multifractal singularity spectrum skewness
s, has been interpreted in terms of the different nature of plasma circulation and particle
precipitation that the CSES-01 satellite experiences crossing the polar ionospheric region.
This hypothesis is supported by previous studies [54] that revealed different spectral and
intermittency features of plasma fluctuations in different ionospheric polar regions. The
observed differences could be due to the particle precipitation in the polar cap and the
auroral zone.

Last but not least, the strong roughness of the electric field fluctuations in the geomag-
netic field direction has been conjectured to be due to a multifractal character of the FACs
in the auroral region.

Clearly, further work is necessary to better assess the multifractal character of electric
field fluctuations and their link with other physical quantities (such as FACs), so that this
work has to be considered a preliminary investigation of the complex nature of the electric
field fluctuations in the polar ionosphere.
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